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Using summability it is shown that xnaz (d(n) - 1) n-l/l(log n)-” defines 
an entire function in the s-plane. Its asymptotic nature is found and a func- 
tional equation relating it to the series Z (i(1/2 - p)}‘-“, Im p = y > 0, is 
obtained where p = j + iy are the nontrivial zeros of Riemann’s zeta-function. 
Guinand [l], assuming the Riemann hypothesis (R.H.) and a further 
condition showed a relationship in 0 < CT < 1, s = u + it, between 
and (with p = $ + iy under R.H.) 
Chakravarty [2], working with more complicated “infinites” than those 
subtracted from the series in (1) and (2) and using a summability weighting, 
showed such a relationship valid without any hypotheses. He called his 
analog of (1) and (2) the secondary zeta-functions. He later [3] described 
modifications of these corresponding more closely to Guinand’s. Here the 
two functions Z and Y below will also be called secondary zeta-functions. For 
6 > 0 let 
Z(s, 6) = f (A(n) - 1) n-1/2(log ~2)~~ exp(4 log n log log ne}. (3) 
2 
THEOREM I. For (T > 0, 
‘bs Z(s, 6) = Z(s) (4) 
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is an analytic function and it has an analytic continuation onto the s-plane as an 
entire function. (The weighting in (3) is Lindelijf summabilitp. Many other 
types of summability can also be used.) 
Let p := /I 4 ir be, as usual, the zeros of r(s) in ; (T j < 1. Let 
q = i(.$ - p) = y -+ i(s- -~ p) 
so that under R.H., q = y. 
THEOREM 2. For (T > 1 let 
(5) 
Then Y(s) is meromorphic in the s-plane z&h sole singularities a double pole at 
s=l andsimplepolesats=-2n-1, n>O. 
The double pole of Y(s) at s = 1 is described in [3]. Let 
L,(s) = 2 (2n f I)-“, L?(S) = f (-l),l (212 -t I)-‘. (6) 
” 0 
Then these are two Dirichlet L-series (mod 4) and (x - I)&(s) and L,(s) 
are entire functions. 
LEMMA 1. Let [x] represent the integer part of s. For (J < 2 let 
(7) 
Then H(s) is meromorphic in the s-plane with sole singularities simple poles at 
s = 2t1, n > 1. Moreover H(s) = H,(s) + H,(s) where 
H,(s) == f (log 2) nn+z-s/(2n + 2 - s) 2z1’(211 + I)! (8) 
0 
and H*(s) is entire and 
H,(s) = 0(2-o’r( 1 - o)), (r -5; 0; 
(9) 
From (8) 
= O( 1 /(log 2)“), cr 2-O. 
H,(s) = O((log 2)-o/i s - 2 i), D<l 
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THEOREM 3. Th f 11 e o owing functional equation is valid in thejnite s-plane. 
cos ns/2qs) Z(s) 
= --rrY( 1 - s) - 7r2-*-1{L,( 1 - s) + L2( 1 - s) - 2)jsin as/2 
+ cos ns/2Iys) {sH(s + 1) + $H(s)). 
(10) 
Using T(s) I’(1 - s) = n/sin rs, (10) takes the form 
Z(s) = - 2 sin 7~sj2r(l - s) Y(l - s) 
- q1 - s) 2-S{L,(l - s) + L,(l - s) - 2j( + sqs + 1) + pqs). 
(11) 
This is the analog of [I, p. 116; 2, (3.29)]. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose R.H. is false. Then there exists k > 0 and a, 
0 < a < k such that there is a finite set of q with Re q > 0, ql, q9 ,..., qN 
such that arg qj = -k, and Re qj are increasing. Let A, = -log(sin a log 2). 
Let mj be the mults$licity of 4 + iqj as a zero of c(s). Then for IJ > -4, t > 0 
Z(s) _7 -2nem’s’2 $ mjqt-‘jr(s) + O{e~‘~i2-““f’+~410~(~)~~(s)), (12) 
while for a < 4, t >, 0 
Z(s) = -2rreTiJ’2 k mjq3+ sin rd( 1 - s) + O(e(rr’2+a)‘*‘lJ 1 - s)}. (13) 
1 
For t < 0, similar results hold with eni8i2 replaced by e-nisj2 and qj by qi . In 
particular it is seen that for increasing 1 t ( the sums in (13) and (14) grow as 
ekltl, while the mm terms have their exponential growth dominated by @It 1. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose R.H. is true. Then for u > 2 
Z(s) = f (A(n) - 1) n-1’2(log n)-s 
2 
(14) 
converges. Also for any given 6 > 0 
Z(s) = (d(2) - 1) 2-1/2(log 2)-s + O(l), 
Z(s) = (A(2) - 1) 2-yog 2)-s + O(i s $J - 2), u 32 +S (16) 
Z(s) 1 00 t 9, -f<u<f. (17) 
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For u < -Q since the series for I’( 1 - s), L,( I - s), andL,( I -- s) all converge, 
(11) and Lemma 1 determine the nature of Z(s) (in particular, I-, L, and II, 
are all bounded for a -.< -4). 
THEOREM 6. The convergent series for Y( 1 - s), u < 0, gives the nature 
of Y(l - s) (dependirzg on RX. OY not R.H). For CT :.> --$ the information 
about Z(s) in (I 0) determines Y( 1 - s). 
ilccording to (10) and (12), under not R.H., the finite sum ~m,(q~~” f $“) 
determines the size of Y(l - S) f or increasing 1 t i in u > -i even though 
the infinite series representation for I’( 1 - s) diverges for 0 > 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let 
g(u) = -[‘(( 1 + zl) - (-(i f- u) -t I. (18) 
Then if u: == u + iv and with c on A(n) always for n Z 2. 
g(zo) == C (/l(n) - 1) n-l,e-fl ZI ::- ; . w 
From (18), g(u) is certainly analytic for real u for u > -1. Let 
G(s) == Jo= g(u) ZPl du. (20) 
Then because of the exponentially falling of g(u), shown by (19) as u - ‘CC, 
G(s) is analytic for CJ > 0. Also by Lindelof summability (see Appendix): 
g(u) := !A: 1 (A(n) - 1) n-1j2-Zt exp{-.b log n log log nej- (21) 
uniformly for 0 ~2 II ( 1. Hence, if 
G,,(s) == (g(u) us-l du, G,,(o) = lx g(u) u”-~ du (23) 
-1 
then G = G,, + G,, . By (19) 
G,,(s) = 1 (A(n) - 1) n-lje /r= n-~-~ & (23) 
and by the uniformity of (21), for u > 0, 
G,,(s) = liz 2 (A(u) - 1) n-r!’ exp(-b log II log log ne} ii nm-%+’ du. (24) 
If 
Since n-I1 < n-*p /n3/a for u > 1 it follows that for (T & -4, for any 4, the 
series (23) is uniformly absolutely convergent. Hence, 
G,,(s) = 12 x (A(n) - 1) n- II2 exp{ -b log II log log ne] 1” n-%-l du. 
‘I 
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Adding this to (24) gives G(s) = r(s) lim,, Z(s, b). Thus, 
W = GW/W (25) 
exists as an analytic function in u > 0. By (22), G,,(s) is an enitre function. 
Since g(w) is analytic for ] w j < 2, expanding g(u) in a power series and 
integrating G,, term by term in (22), u > 0, gives the analytic continuation of 
G,,(s) as a meromorphic function with simple poles at s = -n, 11 < 0. 
Hence, G(s) is meromorphic with these poles as its sole singularities. There- 
fore by (25), Z(s) is an entire function and Theorem 1 is proved. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let 
H,(s) = 2 I’““” sinh(y/2) y-” ds, 
0 
H,(s) = LIg, (ey - [ey]) e-ulzyes dy. 
Then H(s) = H,(s) + H,(s) is clearly an entire function. Expanding sinh y/2 
in a power series and integrating in H,(s) term by term for u < 2 gives (8) 
and thus the analytic continuation of HI( s as a meromorphic function with ) 
poles at s = 2n, n > 1. The appraisals of (9) are easily demonstrated from 
1 H,(s)l < /I e-“12y-udy 
1ogz 
and that of H,(s) for CJ < 1 from (8). 
LEMMA 2. For 0 -=c u -=c 1 let 
G,(s) = j-= {-((6 + u) + 1 + (u - Q)-‘} us--l du. 
0 
Then 
G,(s) = W (SW + 1) + W(s)) 
and so G,(s) is meromorphic with poles at the real integers only. 
Proof of Lemma 2. As is well known and easily shown 
t(s) - 1 - (s - 1)-l = s l= x+~([x] - X) dx, u > 0 
xzz --s 
s 
m e+(ey - [ey]) dy. 
0 
Writing the integral over (0, -$) and (3, 00) shows that for large u 
1 ai e-y”(eu - [eu]) dy = O(l/u2). ‘0 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
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Using (28) in (26), 
G*(S) = fE &-l(u + $) du Cm e-!“l-“i*(e: - [&‘I) dy. 
‘0 ‘0 
Because of (29) the inner integral is 0(1/G) for large u and so the repeated 
integral is absolutely convergent for 0 < 0 < 1. Inverting the order of 
integration 
G*(S) = Ia 
-0 
e-yjz(e” - [eg]) dy lo= uS-l(zt + i) e-y” du 
== 1 
a 
e-gj*(ey - [ey]) {y-“-lT(s + 1) A +y-“T(s)] d) 
‘0 
which proves (27). 
For 0 < (T < 1( let 
G,(s) = joa (-; (;:- +u) - (u - 4)-l) us-l du. 
Then by (26), 
G(s) = G,(s) + G,(s). 
(30) 
(31) 
The Mellin transform (30) was treated in [3, (2.9)] and the following lemma 
is proved there. 
LEMMA 3. For -1 < CJ < 1, G,(s) is analytic except for a pole af s = 0 
andfor -1 <a<Oisgivenby 
G,(s) = -2-%(L,(l - s) +L,( 1 - s) - 2)jsin STS - nJ’(l - s)/cos(~s/~). 
(32) 
Proof of Lemma 3. Integrate (30) by parts to get 
The integral now represents an analytic function for - 1 < CJ < 1. rZs is well 
known, 
2 + (s) = (s - I)-’ - x (s -- p)p’ .- f (s -;- 2n)-2. 
0 
Hence (33) becomes 
409/54iW 
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This can be integrated termwise for -1 < u < 0 since the series converges 
uniformly and is O(log u/u) for large u. For Re a > 0 and -1 < u < 1 
s 
cx 
us(u + a)-? du = rrs&l/sin ns 
0 
s 
m 
U8(U2 - a2) (u’ + .2)-Z du = ns~~-~~(2 cos 42). 
0 
Thus, for -1 <u (0 
G,(s) = -rY(l - s)/cos(ns/2) - n21eS 2 (4n + S)s-l/sin ns 
0 
and this proves the lemma since sG,(s) is analytic for -1 < cr < I and the 
analytic continuation of Y(l - s) as a meromorphic function is provided on 
--I<a<l. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Since G(s) and G,(s) are meromorphic in the finite 
s-plane it follows from (31) that G,(s) must be. From (25), (31), (27), and 
(32), Theorem 3 follows. 
Proof of Theorem 2. From (10) and the simple pole of&(1 - s) at s = 0, 
it follows that Y( 1 - s) has a double pole there. The simple poles of Y( 1 - s) 
at s = 2n follow from the poles of H(s) at s = 2n and the zeros of sin 7rs/2 in 
the denominator. (The poles of H(s + 1) are cancelled by the zeros of 
cos ns/2.) The series definition (5) shows Y(l - s) is analytic for u < 0. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Since R.H. is assumed false and p = $- + iq, there 
exists k > 0 such that min arg q == A. There can be only a finite number of 
q, Re q > 0, for which this is true since ) Im q 1 < 4. Denote these q in 
increasing size of Re q by q1 , q2 ,..., qN . Let the multiplicity of qj be mi > 1, 
Choose a so that 0 < a < k and so that all q, Re q > 0, not in the above set 
41 >.*., qN have arg q > --a so that there is no q with -k < arg q < --a. For 
u > 0 rotate the line of integration in (20) through an angle of n/2 - a which 
can be justified by (19). Then with w = r exp{i(rr/2 - a)}, from (18), 
G(s) = exp{i(rr/2 - a) s} lo@= g(rie-ia) rs--l dr + S,(s) (34) 
where, since pj - 4 = iqj , 
S,(S) = -2nenisi2 f mjq’;-‘. 
1 
Let 
1 m g(rieeia) rs-l dr = Ii(s) + 12(s), 
‘0 
(36) 
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where 
Z,(s) = is g(rie+ rs--l dr, I,(S) = iz g(rieAia) ~-1 dr. 
‘1 (37) 
Since g(w) is analytic for 1 zc / < $ it follows that 
g(w) == 2 &p’l, a, = 0(2-“). (38) 
0 
Thus, 
I&) = f a,ine-iO’z/(s + ~2) 
0 
(39) 
and so it is meromorphic in the s-plane with poles at 5 = --n, n > 0. Since 
by (19), Z,(s) is entire, it now follows from (34) that for all s 
G(s) == exp{i(rr/2 - a) s) (Z,(s) + Z,(s)) i-- S,(s). (40) 
From (37) and (19) with A, = -log(sin a log 2) 
I,(s) = O(eA1o~(a)) I.. 1 (3 ;, -2, 
= O(1) * s: ;:. 
Thus, for t > 0 from (38), (39), (40), and (41) and 2 = G/r 
Z(s) = -2$is 2 C mjqsel/r(s) + O(ee(“““-a)i”) 
X (z(S)ir(s) + g 2-“/i s + n I r(s)) 
so for cr > -$, t > 0 
Z(s) :-: -2nesis’2 1 mjq~-l,‘T(s) + 0( 1) e- (ni’2-n)ltl+Aloqu) I+) 
and for CJ :r: +, t > 0, with r(s) = n/sin xsr(l - s) 
(42) 
Z(s) = -2e nis’2r(l - s) sin ns C qq1-l + O(ein ‘2Tfr)” ) r(l - s). (43) 
For t < 0 the only change is enis! goes to e- nis12 and qj to qj . In particular, as 
t - CD, the first term is exponentially larger than the error term for increasing 
i t ( . For large positive (T, qF1 dominates while for o very negative qf’ 
dominates and both are as large as ekt while the last term has in its place 
O(eaf), a < k. 
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Proof of Theorem 5. R.H. holds. Proceeding with &l(n) tr1i2, n < x, 
much as is done in Landau [4, p. 3881 or Inghan [5, p. 831 for ZA(n), n Q x, 
yields 
F(x) = 2 (A(n) - 1) n-ljZ = O(log2 x). 
*a 
Hence. for u > 2 
c (A(n) - 1) n-qog n)p = c F(n) ((log np - (log@ + I))-“) 
?1>5 7125 
-F(4) (log 4)-” 
= s n~5F(n) /:+l (log 8)-s-l &J/V + O(e-o/l) 
= s 2 OPT2 4 
.n>5 n(log n)“+l 
f O(e+/*). 
Thus, 
Z(s) = (log 2 - 1) 2-l/“(log 2)-s + O(s/(cr - 2)). 
This proves (15) and (16). 
By Lemma 1 on H, for u < 0, (11) g ives information on Z(s) since the 
series for Y, L, , and L, all converge. There is a gap for 0 < u < 2. This is, 
however, easily filled in by aphragmen-Lndeliif theorem. Indeed for u = -3, 
(11) shows 
Z(-1 + it) = O(l t I) w 
and by (16) 
z(; + it) = O(l t I). (45) 
Now the results (42) and (43) are valid under R.H. if the series c mj&-’ is 
deleted, Thus, 
Z(u + it) = O(eeltl), -+<u<;. 
But this and (44) and (45) proves (17). 
APPENDIX 
The summability used in (21) corresponds to Lindeliif summability [6, 
p. 1971 in the case of power series. Since I have no reference for its use on 
Dirichlet series (or equivalently, Laplace transforms), a brief treatment will 
now be given. Lindelof’s work was done in 1903. The summability methods 
of LeRoy or Mittag-Leffler [6, p. 1971 could also be used. 
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THEOREM A. Let 
F(s) = x an/ns, x / a, iJ’n3’e < z. (46) 
Let F(S) haze an analytic continuation to w = s0 = u0 + it, along the line 
sqment t = t, , u, < (T < 2. Then uniformly for q, .< 0 i 2, t = t, , 
F(s) = ‘6-q E a,n-” exp( --b log n log log ne) 
where b :b 0 aboce. 
(The use of g in (46) has no special significance.) 
LEMMA -11. Let 0 < 3. Let 
Then 
/ = c a,p exp( -b log n log log ne). 
Proof qf Lemma Al. Let 
By residue theory, the inner integral is 0 for s ::< log n and is n-“(.Y - log n) 
for .Y > log n. Hence, 
I,, = tz-s f5 d3 _ Iogn p [exp(-b.z log(l t s))] (X - log 71) d.v. 
Integrate b!- parts twice to get 
I, = n-” exp( -b log n log log ne). 
hIultiply by a, and add to prove the lemma. 
LEfilnf.1 -12. Let a and c be real. Let k, be 0, 1 or 2. Let k, and k, be real and 
nonnegative. LPt 
[f / c I > 0, then for b < / c j/l0 
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Proof of Lemma A2. By taking the complex conjugate it suffices to take 
c > 0. Replace x by z and deform the path of integration onto z = iy to get 
1 I 1 < fE exp(byn/2 - cy) (log’“‘( 1 + y2)rj2 + (m/2)“‘) yk2 dy. 
‘0 
Since b < c/l0 
which proves the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem A. By hypothesis F(w) is analytic in an open set con- 
taining the line segment w = to , 0 < u < 3 and so for some 6 > 0, F(w) 
is analytic in the rectangle 1 v - to 1 < 8, u. - 8 < ‘u < co. Let C denote the 
contour consisting of the half-lines u = 3, --oo < o < to - 6 and 
t,+S<v<oo; the segments v=tokS, uo--8<u<3; and the 
segment u = o. - 8, to - 6 < w < to + 6. Taking account of the residue at 
w = s, 
1 
I 
kc+3 F(w) e(~-sh 
Fi --ia+ (w - s)Z 
ds = xF(s) + F’(s) + & s, ‘;;)-“6^’ dw. 
By Lemma Al 
where 
J = Jl + J2 1 
J1 = Iom $ exp( -bJc log( 1 + x)) (xF(s) + F’(s)) dx 
and (computing the second derivative) 
dw suz exp{-bx log(1 + X) + s(w - s)} 
x 
[ 
b logy 1 + x) -+ 
2bx log( 1 + X) 2+x 
1$-S + (1 FZx)2 - (1 1 d”t+* 
Integrating by parts, 
C is divided into three parts, C, , C, , and C, . C, is the line segment 
ff = cro - 6, 1 v - to 1 < 6; C, is the part of C for which v > t + 6; and C, 
the part for which v < t - 6. 
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Now let 
J2 = 121 + J22 + A:23 I 
lvhere 
Since in C, , Re(w - s) < -8 and since log(l + X) < .V 
As b -+ 0, JPz --f 0. Since on C, , Im(w - s) = v - to ), 6, it follows from 
Lemma A2 that the inner integral of Jzl is bounded as b + 0. Hence, Jzl + 0 
as b --z 0. A similar result holds for jz3 and Theorem A is proved. 
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